Our most contemporary, fun and accessible new Bonneville, powered by a thrilling 900cc HT engine.

2018 MY18 STREET TWIN

MY18 STREET TWIN
$9,100.00

150+ Accessories
ABS
Cast wheels, finished in black
Compact headlight with a
signature Triumph bulb cap badge
Compact indicators
Elegant fuel tank with
contemporary decals and stylish
chrome locking filler cap
Elegant upswept brushed
stainless steel exhausts
Immobiliser
LED rear light with distinctive light
pattern
Ride By Wire
Slip-Assist Clutch
Stripped back styling including
minimal black painted mudguards
Stylish feature packed single
clock instruments with complete
information
Traction control
USB charging socket

MY18 STREET TWIN

LUGGAGE
Waxed Cotton Pannier LHS - Olive

A durable, water-repellent pannier crafted from genuine leather and olive waxed cotton. This

(A9518154)

accessory will enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring antique brass

MSRP $375.00

hardware. It provides 13.8 litres of storage capacity and comes complete with the correct
mounting harness. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase separately. Also
available in black or as a pair.

Nylon Tank Bag

A Nylon Tank Bag featuring a non-slip base and felt-backed webbing to protect your fuel tank.

(A9518091)

It is lightweight in design and offers 9.3 litres of storage capacity. Comes complete with fitting

MSRP $125.00

kit. Rain Cover sold separately (A9510228).

This accessory is incompatible with Phone Holders.

Luggage Rack - Graphite

A high quality fabricated tubular Luggage Rack featuring a grab rail for your passenger and

(A9758304)

strap down points for increased safety. Finished in powder coated graphite, but also

MSRP $190.00

available in black.

Luggage Rack - Black

A high quality fabricated tubular Luggage Rack featuring a grab rail for your passenger and

(A9758179)
MSRP $200.00

strap down points for increased safety. Finished in powder coated black, but also available in
graphite.

Waxed Cotton Pannier LHS - Black

A durable, water-repellent pannier crafted from genuine leather and black waxed cotton. This

(A9518157)

accessory will enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring brushed

MSRP $375.00

gunmetal hardware. It provides 13.8 litres of storage capacity and comes complete with the
correct mounting harness. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase separately.
Also available in olive or as a pair.

Waxed Cotton Tank Bag - Black

A Tank Bag constructed from durable genuine leather for increased water repellency and

(A9518100)

black waxed cotton for that traditional heritage look. Designed to evolve with a patina to create

MSRP $230.00

a truly personal and unique product for you. Offers 10 litres of storage capacity. A separate
waterproof cover is available for more extreme riding conditions. Comes complete with
correct mounting harness. Also available in olive.
This accessory is incompatible with Phone Holders.

Top Box Mounting Kit - Black

A bespoke Mounting Rack that makes it easier for you when fitting Triumph's Compact Top

(A9758306)
MSRP $120.00

Box Kit A9508192. Finished in a durable powder coat black.

Waxed Cotton Panniers - Olive

A pair of durable, water-repellent panniers crafted from genuine leather and olive waxed

(A9518082)

cotton. They are sure to enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring

MSRP $750.00

antique brass hardware. They provide 27.6 litres of storage capacity, 13.8 litres per bag, and
come complete with the correct mounting harness. They can be mounted individually (to the
left or right-hand side) or as a pair. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase
separately. Also available in black.

Pannier Bag Rain Cover and Pouch

This water-resistant Pannier Bag Rain Cover will help keep your Waxed Cotton Panniers and

(A9950009)

their contents dry in the event of a heavy downpour.

MSRP $20.00
Additional information:
- Branded pouch for compact storage of the cover for when not in use, which fits inside the
panniers themselves.

Waxed Cotton Pannier RHS - Olive

A durable, water-repellent pannier crafted from genuine leather and olive waxed cotton. This

(A9518153)

accessory will enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring antique brass

MSRP $375.00

hardware. It provides 13.8 litres of storage capacity and comes complete with the correct
mounting harness. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase separately. Also
available in black or as a pair.

Nylon Panniers

A pair of showerproof Nylon Panniers featuring a quick-release system for your convenience.

(A9518148)

They provide 30 litres of storage capacity in total, with each pannier capable of holding 15

MSRP $340.00

litres. The panniers include an internal drawstring divider and zipped pockets in the pannier
lid for those smaller items. Featuring subtle Triumph branding. Comes complete with a Rain
Cover for riding in harsher conditions and all necessary mounting hardware.

Waxed Cotton Pannier RHS - Black

A durable, water-repellent pannier crafted from genuine leather and black waxed cotton. This

(A9518156)

accessory will enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring brushed

MSRP $375.00

gunmetal hardware. It provides 13.8 litres of storage capacity and comes complete with the
correct mounting harness. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase separately.
Also available in olive or as a pair.

Top Box Mounting Kit - Graphite

A bespoke Mounting Rack that makes it easier for you when fitting Triumph's Compact Top

(A9758307)

Box Kit A9508192. Finished in a durable powder coat graphite grey

MSRP $115.00

Top Box

A water resistant polypropylene top box that holds 3 kg of luggage.

(A9508192)
MSRP $105.00
Street Twin models requires Mounting Kit A9758306 (Black) or A9758307 (Graphite) to be
fitted. Additionally on Scrambler the Twin Seat (A9708413) is also required.
On Bonneville T100 and T120 Models this accessory requires Mounting Kit A9758308 (Black)
or A9758309 (Graphite) for fitment.

Waxed Cotton Tank Bag - Olive

A Tank Bag constructed from durable genuine leather for increased water repellency and

(A9518089)

olive waxed cotton for that traditional heritage look. Designed to evolve with a patina to create

MSRP $230.00

a truly personal and unique product for you. Offers 10 litres of storage capacity. A separate
waterproof cover is available for more extreme riding conditions. Comes complete with
correct mounting harness. Also available in black.
This accessory is incompatible with Phone Holders.

Waxed Cotton Pannier - Black

A pair of durable, water-repellent panniers crafted from genuine leather and black waxed

(A9518155)

cotton. They are sure to enhance the traditional, heritage feel of your Triumph. Featuring

MSRP $750.00

brushed gunmetal hardware. They provide 27.6 litres of storage capacity, 13.8 litres per bag,
and come complete with the correct mounting harness. They can be mounted individually (to
the left or right-hand side) or as a pair. A Rain Cover (A9950009) is available for purchase
separately. Also available in olive.

COMFORT
Low Twin Seat

A Bespoke low rider seat made from high quality fabrics. Featuring stitch detailing and an

(A2304333)

embroidered Triumph logo. Comes complete with 3D Net inserts to ensure optimum comfort

MSRP $310.00

for both rider and passenger in their lower riding position. Offers a 20mm height reduction.

Rider Footrests - Pair

A pair of forged and CNC machined aluminium Rider Footrests that provide exceptional grip

(A9770154)

and accentuate the rugged appearance of your Triumph. Finished in anodised gunmetal

MSRP $90.00

grey.

Handlebar Clamp Kit, 22.2 - Satin

A bolt-on CNC Machined Upper Handlebar Clamp designed to replace the original

(A2041632)
MSRP $75.00

equipment part. Featuring Triumph logo branding and a satin finish. Also available in an
anodised black finish. Cannot be fitted with Ace Handlebar Kit.

Rear Footrest Finisher Kit

A Rear Footrest Finisher Kit that tidies up the look of your bike when the passenger footrests

(A9778037)

are removed. In an anodised black finish.

MSRP $35.00

Passenger Footrests - Pair
(A9770148)

A pair of forged and CNC machined aluminium Passenger Footrests that provide exceptional
grip and accentuate the rugged appearance of your Triumph. Finished in anodised gunmetal

MSRP $90.00

grey.

Handlebar Clamp Kit, 22.2 - Black

A CNC machined Upper Handlebar Clamp that can be attached in place of the original

(A9638138)

equipment part. It features the iconic Triumph logo and a black anodised finish. Cannot be

MSRP $75.00

fitted with Ace Handlebar Kit.

Heated Grip Kit

A set of bespoke slimline heated grips that feature integrated dual temperature controls in

(A9638110)

the left-hand grip and display your chosen grip setting on the instrument's LCD. They can be

MSRP $280.00

internally wired through your handlebars for a neat installation. The Heated Grip Kit comes
complete with all the mounting hardware and wiring you will need.

Ace Handlebars - Black

The Ace Bar Kit provides that genuine café racer look. It has been expertly designed to offer a

(A2043219)

more comfortable riding position. The handlebars cannot be fitted with the Touring Screen

MSRP $100.00

(A9709307). Finished in black, but also available in chrome.

Quilted Bench Seat - Black

A quilted rider and passenger seat panel with integral 3D Net inserts for optimum weight

(A2310001)

distribution to enhance your level of comfort. Featuring authentic diamond stitch detailing

MSRP $395.00

padded with closed cell foam and contrasting embroidered Triumph branding to rear.
Supplied with hand strap. Also available in brown.
Installation requires removal of the OE Grab Rail. Cannot be fitted with Accessory Racks and
Grab Rails.

ELECTRICAL
Phone Holder Kit - 70x130mm
(A9510291)

A convenient quick-release Triumph mobile phone holder that features a multi-adjustable
bracket so it can be mounted to the handlebar. The Phone Holder Kit comes complete with

MSRP $65.00

an anti-glare visor, touch screen compatible window, and cable port. Additional information: Splash-resistant design - Additional rain cover - Designed to accommodate devices up to
160 by 100 mm.

Phone Holder Kit - 140x90mm
(A9510289)

A convenient quick-release Triumph mobile phone holder that features a multi-adjustable
bracket so it can be mounted to your handlebar. The Phone Holder Kit comes complete with

MSRP $65.00

an anti-glare visor, touch-screen compatible window, and cable port. Additional information: Splash-resistant design - Additional rain cover - Designed to accommodate devices up to
140 by 90 mm.

Bullet LED Indicator Kit - US Specification

A set of 2 compact Bullet style LED indicator units that are sure to provide a unique feature for
your motorcycle. Designed to act as a direct replacement for the standard part. Featuring a

POA

satin body, machined aluminium bezel, amber LED lamps with clear lenses. Offering a 62
mm LED diameter head suitable for the US market and smaller (medium sized) stem
compared to the original equipment part.

Auxiliary Power Socket

An Auxiliary Power Socket that enables the following to be used: - Triumph Battery Optimiser -

(A9828015)

Triumph Heated Clothing

MSRP $35.00

Phone Holder Kit - 160x100mm

A convenient quick-release Triumph mobile phone holder that features a multi-adjustable

(A9510290)

bracket so it can be mounted to the handlebar. The Phone Holder Kit comes complete with

MSRP $65.00

an anti-glare visor, touch screen compatible window, and cable port. Additional information: Splash-resistant design - Additional rain cover - Designed to accommodate devices up to
160 by 100 mm.

Optimate Adapter

An Optimate Adaptor that comes in handy when used in conjunction with the Triumph

(A9930461)

Auxiliary Power Socket (A9938048).

MSRP $15.00

PERFORMANCE
FOX Adjustable RSU

Produced by premier motorcycle suspension supplier FOX, this alternative rear suspension

(A9640207)

unit is the ultimate in performance suspension. It comes preloaded with compression

MSRP $750.00

adjustment and is built to the same dimensions as the original equipment part.

Brushed Stainless Steel Slip-ons - US

A pair of stainless steel brushed silencers manufactured by exhausts specialists Vance &

(A9600518)

Hines. Designed to be shorter and lighter than the original equipment exhaust, and

MSRP $710.00

engineered to offer a larger tailpipe diameter. Removable dB killers. US Homologated
(EPA/CARB).

Finned Header Rings - Chrome

Cast aluminium Finned Header Rings to enhance the authentic look of your Triumph.

(A9600754)

Additional information: - Stunning chrome finish.

MSRP $90.00

Black Ceramic Exhaust Headers, Pair

A pair of stainless steel exhaust headers styled to complement your accessory silencer

(A9600609)

option. Black ceramic coating.

MSRP $475.00

Black Ceramic Slip-ons - US

A pair of stainless steel silencers in a black ceramic coating manufactured by exhausts

(A9600503)

specialists Vance & Hines. Designed to be shorter and lighter than the original equipment

MSRP $710.00

exhaust, and engineered to offer a larger tailpipe diameter. Removable dB killers. US
Homologated (EPA/CARB).

PROTECTION
Centre Stand Kit Type 1

A high quality bespoke Centre Stand Kit that facilitates cleaning and rear wheel maintenance.

(A9778061)

It comes complete with all necessary mounting hardware.

MSRP $295.00

270mm U Lock

A high Quality, 270mm U lock for the ultimate bike security. Manufactured in the EU. SRA

(A9810023)

Approved/Sold Secure.

MSRP $165.00

Aluminium Sump Plate - Black Anodised
(A9708380)

A brushed alloy Aluminium Sump Plate that not only adds to that heritage race feel but also
protects your motorbike from stone chips. In a durable black anodised finish, but also

MSRP $165.00

available in clear.

Aluminium Sump Plate - Clear Anodised

A brushed alloy Aluminium Sump Plate that not only adds to that heritage race feel but also

(A9708340)

protects your motorbike from stone chips. With a clear finish but also available in black

MSRP $165.00

anodised.

Mudguard Extension

An injection moulded Mudguard Extension that offers greater protection from spray and

(A9708405)
MSRP $30.00

debris. Provides a 115 mm extension to the original equipment mudguard.

Alarm Kit - Thatcham Approved

A Thatcham approved (Category 2-1) bespoke alarm upgrade developed with Datatool. It is

(A9808110)

designed to be installed on the motorcycle whilst ensuring the integrity of the wiring

MSRP $440.00

harness.

U Lock Mounting Kit

A fabricated mounting bracket for stowing your Triumph U Lock when not in use.

(A9819005)
MSRP $30.00

Centre Stand Kit Type 2

A high quality bespoke Centre Stand Kit that facilitates cleaning and rear wheel maintenance.

(A9778019)
MSRP $295.00

It comes complete with all necessary mounting hardware.

Chain Guard - Chrome

A fabricated steel Chain Guard with a high gloss chrome finish.

(A9640096)
MSRP $135.00

CNC Machined Fork Protectors

A set of CNC Machined Fork Protectors that feature anodised aluminium spacers with laser-

(A9640099)

etched detailing and acetyl sliders. Designed to protect fork legs in the event of a fall.

MSRP $60.00

Rubber Tank Pad
(A9798027)

A self adhesive, durable Rubber Tank Pad that protects the tank from zip scuffs and wear.
Features Triumph branding.

MSRP $45.00

Chain Guard - Black Drilled

A fabricated steel Chain Guard with a textured black powder coat finish and drilled sections.

(A2055008)
MSRP $75.00

Chain Guard - Chrome Drilled

A fabricated steel Chain Guard with a high gloss chrome finish and drilled sections.

(A2055009)
MSRP $75.00

Knee Pads
(A2402026)

A set of self-adhesive, durable rubber knee pads. These useful pads not only protect the side
of the tank from rubbing, but also increase your comfort and grip when riding.

MSRP $90.00

Triumph Disc Lock

High quality, forged Disc Lock and carry pouch. Manufactured in the EU. SRA Approved/Sold

(A9810022)

Secure.

MSRP $120.00

STYLING
Adjustable Lever Kit

A set of CNC machined, billet aluminium brake and clutch levers that replace the standard

(A9628054)

equipment items. The Adjustable Lever Kit features laser-etched Triumph branding and an

MSRP $225.00

anodised black and red finish.

Teardrop Cast Mirrors Pair - Black

A pair of stylish, anodised black Teardrop Cast Mirrors designed to replace the original

(A9638166)
MSRP $185.00

equipment item. Featuring laser-etched Triumph branding. Also available with a chrome
finish and with an oval-shaped mirror head. EU Homologated.

Teardrop Cast Mirrors Pair - Chrome
(A9638115)

A pair of stylish, high gloss chrome Teardrop Cast Mirrors designed to replace the original
equipment item. Featuring laser-etched Triumph branding. Also available in an anodised

MSRP $185.00

black finish and with an oval-shaped mirror head. EU Homologated.

Sprocket Cover - Chrome
(A9618193)

A high quality chrome Sprocket Cover designed to replace the standard equipment. Other
finishes are available.

MSRP $130.00

Gear Peg

A forged and machined Gear Peg that provides exceptional grip whilst enhancing the rugged

(A9770127)

appearance of your Triumph. Finished in anodised gunmetal grey.

MSRP $25.00

CNC Machined Front Reservoir

A CNC Machined Front Brake Reservoir designed to replace the original equipment part.

(A9628043)

Featuring an ergonomic design with a knurled lid and integral sight glass. Laser-etched

MSRP $75.00

branding and an anodised black finish.

Black Intake Cover

An Intake Cover that serves as a direct replacement for the original equipment part. Featuring

(A9618182)

a gloss black powder coat finish to achieve a stealthier look

MSRP $55.00

Grab Rail - Black

A Grab Rail designed to help your passenger feel more comfortable and confident on your

(A9758292)

Triumph. Finished in powder coat black, but also available in graphite.

MSRP $160.00

Headbolt Covers - Black

A set of four CNC-machined Headbolt Covers featuring stylish Triumph branding which adds

(A9610275)

a premium finishing touch to the engine exterior.

MSRP $50.00
Additional information:
- Anodised black finish
- Also available in gunmetal grey and clear.

Cover Fasteners - Black

An alternative set of Cover Fasteners in a black finish for use on both left and right-hand

(A9618190)

engine covers, adding more stealth looks to your bike.

MSRP $45.00
Additional information:
- Black finish
- Designed to replace standard silver fasteners.

Clutch Cable Guide - Gunmetal
(A9610302)

A CNC machined aluminium Clutch Cable Guide bracket designed to replace the original
part. Featuring laser-etched Triumph logo branding and a gunmetal grey anodised finish.

MSRP $40.00

Also available in black and clear.

Engine Cover Kit - Chrome
(A9618185)

A complete set of alternator and clutch covers designed to be a stylish alternative to the
original standard parts. Compatible with both accessory and original engine badges and

MSRP $400.00

black engine cover fasteners.
Additional information:
- Premium Triumph logo badge
- Finished in high quality chrome
- Also available in black or brushed finish.

Flyscreen Mounting Kit
(A9708349)

A minimalist Mounting Kit to facilitate the fitment of accessory flyscreens blades.

MSRP $50.00

Oval Cast Mirrors Pair - Black
(A9638194)

A pair of stylish Oval Cast Mirrors designed to replace the original equipment item. Featuring
laser-etched Triumph branding and an anodised black finish. Also available in a chrome

MSRP $156.25

finish and a teardrop-shaped mirror head.

Touring Windshield

An essential accessory for longer journeys. Drape formed polycarbonate screen which

(A9708307)

comes Quantum Coated for scratch resistance. Supplied with forged and machined fork leg

MSRP $355.00

clams and all necessary stainless steel mounting hardware. Height (above seat): 525 mm
Width: 480 mm

Sprocket Cover - Brushed

A brushed metal Sprocket Cover designed to replace the standard equipment. Other finishes

(A9618192)
MSRP $110.00

are available.

Bar End Mirror - Black Anodised
(A9630205)

A sleek, oval Bar End Mirror kit made from forged aluminium and features an adjustable
rotating mirror head with laser-etched Triumph logo. This accessory is sold individually and

POA

can be fitted on either side of the handlebars or as a pair.
Additional information:
- Black anodised finish, but also available in clear anodised.

Bar End Mirror - Clear Anodised
(A9630206)

A sleek, oval Bar End Mirror kit made from forged aluminium and features an adjustable
rotating mirror head with laser-etched Triumph logo. This accessory is sold individually and

POA

can be fitted on either side of the handlebars or as a pair.
Additional information:
- Clear anodised finish, but also available in black anodised.

Clutch Cable Guide - Black
(A9610301)

A CNC machined aluminium Clutch Cable Guide bracket designed to replace the original
part. Featuring laser-etched Triumph logo branding and a black anodised finish. Also

MSRP $40.00

available in gunmetal grey and clear.

Headbolt Covers - Silver
(A9610277)

A set of four CNC-machined Headbolt Covers featuring stylish Triumph branding which adds
an extra premium finishing touch to the engine exterior.

MSRP $50.00
Additional information:
- Anodised clear finish
- Also available in black and gunmetal grey.

Headbolt Covers - Gunmetal

A set of four CNC-machined Headbolt Covers featuring stylish Triumph branding which adds

(A9610276)
MSRP $50.00

an extra premium finishing touch to the engine exterior.
Additional information:
- Anodised gunmetal grey finish
- Also available in clear and black.

Grab Rail - Graphite

A Grab Rail designed to help your passenger feel more comfortable and confident on your

(A9758305)
MSRP $155.00

Triumph. Finished in powder coat graphite, but also available in black.

Oval Cast Mirrors Pair - Chrome
(A9638143)
MSRP $156.25

A pair of stylish Oval Cast Mirrors designed to replace the original equipment item. Featuring
laser-etched Triumph branding and a high gloss chrome finish. Also available in an
anodised black finish and a teardrop-shaped mirror head.

Clutch Cable Guide - Clear Anodised
(A9610303)

A CNC machined aluminium Clutch Cable Guide bracket designed to replace the original
part. Featuring laser-etched Triumph logo branding and a clear anodised finish. Also

MSRP $40.00

available in black and gunmetal grey.

Valve Caps - Bubble Badge Chrome
(A2009007)
MSRP $15.00

A pair of eye-catching Brass Valve Caps featuring a resin Triumph logo badge. Additional
information: - A laser-etched option is also available.

Valve Caps - Bubble Badge Black
(A2009037)

A pair of hard-wearing Aluminium Valve Caps featuring a black resin Triumph logo badge.
Additional information: - An aluminium option with laser-etched Triumph logo is also

MSRP $15.00

available.

2018 MY18 STREET TWIN

CLOTHING
Our desire to get the most out of every
ride applies as much to our clothing as it
does to our bikes. Every piece of Triumph
clothing is designed to play a part with
technical innovations in materials and
design, focusing on style, safety and
comfort. Designed and tested by people
that ride to deliver a perfect fit.

FOR THE RIDE
We want to bring you even more of what's
going on in the fast-moving riding world
before it happens, so we’ve had a change
of gear. Our new For the Ride blog will be
home to regular updates capturing the
excitement, thrills and fascinating
characters that make motorcycling our
reason for getting up each day. It’s a
lifestyle thing, so we’ll also be turning the
spotlight on some of the people making
the riding world the exhilarating place it is.
fortheride.com
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